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Domain to Industry Classification:
Profound leverages Natural Language Processing (NLP) and other statistical methods to map & score industry
classification by extracting textual details from the source of truth, the company’s own website. A dynamic process
indexes over 100 million unique websites and indexes B2B links such as “About Us”, "What we do", "Products &
Services", and other pages of company (or organizational entity) websites likely to contain the text that describes
the business to produce a robust industry classification. In addition, Profound tracks links coming from and
pointing to these websites to infer relationships between organizations that frequently cluster around the same
industry.
Profound has built a dynamic, fully automated, location independent, multi-language industry classification tool
based on website content that covers primary languages representing 85% of global GDP languages. The goal is to
cover 97% by Q2 2023.
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Many countries in the long tail use currently covered languages. Profound’s 85% coverage is
therefore a conservative coverage estimate.
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Profound will return, where available: the NAICS code for the line of business based on textual
extraction from website along with our confidence codes. Several classifications may be provided,
and the one with the highest confidence score will always be in the first position.
Other languages in development and will be provided when available
Classification for languages other than English typically have lower confidence scores due to the fine
tuning we implemented for English. As improvements to classification and training data of nonEnglish content are made, the confidence scores are expected to increase.
Many websites have a native English version (or other supported language) that is evaluated for
NAICS assignment. E.g. If we see a website from Morocco that offers Arabic and French, the system
will process the French version, which is supported.
The NAICS code field will be titled "naicschoice1" and the corresponding quality or confidence score
"choice1quality" which is essentially a percentage. The higher the percentage, the better the
confidence. Additional classifications include fields “naicschoice2” and “choice2quality”and
“naicschoice3” and “choice3quality” where available.
Please note, we include a custom NAICS number "99" which means that the website’s content could
not be matched to a NAICS. This is different from a NULL value which means that there was no
website or content to be matched whatsoever. See table below:
NAICS mapping is at a minimum a 2-digit code. NAICS with a second and third NAICS will also be
delivered, where available. As we know, some businesses are not limited to a single industry.
The NAICS field in your database should accommodate up to a 6-digits to allow for future expansion
of NAICS granularity.
All improvements in NAICS coverage, granularity, and accuracy are included in our agreement.

Batch File NAICS Deliverable with Languages found on website Domain
Data field Name
Domain
Naicschoice1
Choice1quality
Naicschoice2
Choice2quality
Naicschoice3
Choice3quality
Languages

Definition
The website or email domain
The primary NAICS code with the highest confidence score
The primary NAICS confidence score ranging from 0 to 1.
The secondary NAICS code with the highest confidence score
The secondary NAICS confidence score ranging from 0 to 1.
The tertiary NAICS code with the highest confidence score
The tertiary NAICS confidence score ranging from 0 to 1.
The language(s) that the website content is written in.

Optional DBI Enrichment
Company name
Street address
City
State/province
Postal code
Country
Company phone
Domain classification
Domain classification score
WHOIS date
WHOIS country
Profound 1st seen date
Domain IP address
Domain IP address cc

As published on the company website
As published on the company website
As published on the company website
As published on the company website
As published on the company website
As published or inferred on the company website
As published on the company website
Business or language flag – see Domain Classification table above.
0 to 1. Similar to a percentage. E.g., “.96” is 96% accurate.
The date that the domain was registered with WHOIS
The country that the domain was registered in according to WHOIS
The date that the domain was first seen by Profound.
The IP address of the website hosting the domain.
The ISO-3166 2-character Country Code where the IP address of the website is
physically hosted.

For additional DBI Technographic attributes, please review:
Global DBI 2022-Q1 report

